November 1, 1968

Department of I- rius in1; and Urban Developme ft
Metropolitan Dc velopinent
451 Seventh Sir et, S. W.
20410
Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen:
The attached Report, of which this letter is a part, was
in
prepared
conformity with our earlier discu ssionE. and your Purcitas c
Order, H1JD-478-69.
The first twelve pages of the Report is a summary of the
"New Town" concept as developed in the pre- depre; sion period of community planning, leading to the emergence of the New Community concept.
The second section of the Report is a rccitation of TITLE IV
on a Section by Section basis, with commentary on most of the Sections
dealing with that portion of the New Community concept applicable in each
Section. Where pplicabJe, the comments deal with the criteria which
may be developed by the examination of an applicaLi n for a New Community.
These criteria are relative rather than absolute. lit the discussions, for
example, of the criteria which may be expected from an examination of a
Master Plan or Land Use Plan, there has been de teloped a series of factors which a reviewer may look for and expect to fii.d. Similarly, in the
review of an economic feasibility study, or an examination of an Appraisal,
the criteria is qualitative rather than quantitaJve. This does not mean that
the criteria are vague, but rather that they be relaUve and applicable in the
light of the experience and judgment of the reviewer.
There are no formulae whereby a niortg ige lender, for example,
may determine the quality of a loan on a New Comm rnity. -Instead of formulae, there is a series of questions and observation which cover all of the
many aspects of an examination of the soundness c f such a proposed
:ontinued.
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community. Thes¬ questions and observations (which are a part of the
last section of the Report: CONCLUSIONS) are practical as well as
comprehensive, and are in addition to the land plan, the economic study,
the Appraisal, and other indicated studies. Th3re is n substitute for
the business acumen which may be applied to the results which these
questions and observations may elicit.
date.

I trust that this fulfills in every respect the assignment to
.
Respectfully submitted,
DfrV-1
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.
David S'cribner, C. R E. , President
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INTRODUCTION
New Communities should be contemporary towns of sufficient
size to be reasonably self sufficient. Up to now this has not been done
since the age of the great city planners of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. In thc intervening period and Jeadi g up to the present concept,
we have had bigger and sometimes better sub-divisions.
Some of them
have been concei"ed of as political entities, but a very few realized that
ideal.
After World War I there was a wa ze of enthusiasm to better
our environment. This was true in England a well as here. The Second
Garden City, Welwyn, was built after plans by eminent architects, planners and developers. They came along with the help of distinguished urban thinkers including Lewis Murnford, Stuart Chase, Benton MaclKaye,
Charles Whitaker, Henry Wright, and Clarence Stein. It is this last
named gentleman to whom we are indebted for an excellent book on the
subject: "Towards New Towns for America" published as of 1950, in
and from which
1957, and recently (1966) reprinted in paperback, *
and
work I have borrowed liberally, condensed
paraphrased, in the following pages.
The book deals with two fairly large scale government owned
and sponsored projects and seven privately financed undertakings of
smaller size. All of these concepts had certain elements in common,
such as better living at lower rents or sales price and the concept of
community living as compared with the miles of look-alike minimum
dwellings which have since become our suburban slums and which these
wise people were able to predict would take place.
These planners followed the English patterns rather than the
traditional American community development and it was well that they did
because of the hiatus in community planning that receded between the
mid-nineteenth century and the Post-World War I period. The subdivisions that were planned and built for war workers in and about industrial communities brought to the attention of the architects and planners
the need for social planning. On top of this came the post-war need for
shelter, the construction of which had been seriously curtailed during
the War
* The M.I.T. Press
Copyright 1957 by Clarence S. Stein

Legis ation came into being very slowly. Clarence Stein
as Chairman of he Commission for Housing nd Regional Planning in
New York State, brought about low interest n to s and a public policy
related to decen ralization, industrial disper al, new towns and re gional reconstruction. This led to the first pablicly aided housing under
State auspices which led, under the Roosevelt Administration, to the
Resettlement Administration (Federal) in 193. In much of this work
Mr. Stein teamed with Henry Wright. There was a core of about twenty
gifted and dedicated people who formed and worked through an organization called The Regional Planning Associati n of America which
operated as a loosely knit group from 1923 to about 1933. One of the
results of this thinking group was to be the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Sunnyside Gardeis
The 'first of the so-called New Towr"s was Si.mnyside Gardens
in Queens County, New York. This was not a New Town by our standards,
but a new type of apartment development. It was to become a very attractive 56 acre apartment development of 1,202 family units. This
was the first of many large scale continuous construction programs and
was built during 1924-28.
The City Housing Corporation, which was the vehicle, was
a limited dividend corporation under New York State law. CIa renee
Stein and Henry Wright were the Town Planhers and the former was
also the architect. The site was 15 minutes from mid-town Manhattan.
It was succe sful from the outset, apartments were rented and the
houses sold.
The normal city street grid was kept. The buildings irregularly lined the streets and enclosed gardens. Two story single
and double family houses with private gardens were interspersed with
apartment buildings. Fortunately the blocks were 900 feet long and
the gardens became and remained the pride of owners and tenants.
There was architectural harmony, sunlight, trees, and plantings, as
well as living space which, for its day, was unusually spacious.
While teachers, artists, writers and others classed as intellectuals wee attracted to this development, so were mechanics,
office workers, tradesmen, salesmen arid others. It became a real
neighborhood community with a very powerful tenant organization
which, during the depths of the Depression, went on strike against
paying that portion of the rent which went towards mortgage payments.

2.

Radbtirn:
It was ogical that the same team th; t built, financed and
should again atmanaged Sunnysice, The City Housing
tempt to do what t had started out to do, build a complete Garden
To capitalize on the astounding 4 years )f success of Sunnyside
was easy in the l sh atmosphere of 1928. The cash flow from Sunnyside was assured after paying all expenses anl 6% dividend to the
original investorE a ''good surplus would rernan to invest in the new
project".

Corporation,

city.

This site was a tract of land in Fairlawn, New Jersey. It
was about two sql are miles in area, sixteen rriles from New York
City. While the ideal of the Greenbelt had to be abandoned, the free
flowing super-block concept remained. Three neighborhoods and a
population of 7, 500 was the objective. These were largely commuters
to the offices in New York City. Radburn was never completed, the
great Depression saw to that. The decline in building was abrupt.
In 1933 only twelve houses were built and The City Housing Corporation which had guaranteed the bonds of both Sunnyside and Radhurn
went into bankruptcy.
What had been accomplished?
A land use plan had been worked out which was more
economical, safer by far than anything previously put together. In
the 20 years 1929-49 there were two road deaths, both on main highways. One child broke her arm in one of the interior lanes. There
is an overpass over one main road and a tunnel under the other.
S

It was a land plan which provides individual privacy while
concentrating the density of the dwellings and providing tremendous
community advantages in the form of recreation, attractive walks,
and an adult cultural life.
It accomplished much in the way of giving the occupants
more for their dollar than any other venture before or since, while
providing a sound, self administered government.
It taught the lesson that the continuous and rapid development
of the, essential elements is.an absolute necessity so that overhead
expenses. do not consume profits.
-

It also taught that local industries are an essential part of
the community.

Chatham Viilage.
This e terprise was built on 45 acr s adjoining a public
about
two miles from the Golden TrianglL of Pittsburgh. It is
park
completely avail?ble to Pittsburgh and the nearby churches, schools
and other amenities. Here again the experien:ed team of Clarence
Stein and Henry Wright went to work. This time the architect members of the team were Ingham and Boyd.
This came
dollars left by Henry
welfare of the people
of the Foundation had

into being by virtue of a donation of 13 million
l3uhl, Jr. This was left to a foundation for the
of Pittsburgh. Dr. Charles F. Lewis, Director
two programs in mind:

1.

to provide adequate housing for those of limited income.

2.

to demonstrate the economic soundness of a well executed large scale housing proj2ct.

In the years since it was finished in 1933 until 1949 which is the last
year reviewed by Mr. Stein, vacancies, as such, did not exist and a
4. 32% net return after depreciation was realized by the Foundation.
Incidently this is perfect type investment for a foundation which, of
itself is tax exempt, can be satisfied with a yield (as of 1933) of 4. 32
plus a return of its investment over, say, 25 years.
The layout consists of a very large superblock cut into two
by an interceptor street to take the curse off of the otherwise very
long roads and surrounded on three sides with 25 acres of woodland
greenbelt containing two miles of pedestrian paths, 4 acres of recreation and 16 acres of residential development including the structures
and the private gardens. The theme was based on row houses (now
termed "Town Houses"). With side-hill construction, basement garages,
laundries, work shops and sun-rooms were possible at little expense.
This was 100% financed, free and clear of debt. While it is true that
the lowest construction cost period in the history of this centry was
1932, the first year of construction, costs had started back up again
by 1935 when the second unit was started. Maintenance was built into
the s&buildings. Brick exteriors, slate roofs, top flight quality in all
materials and design to minimize maintenance - it was truly a sound
investment.
-

.4,

This v as the first real greenbelt cc ninunity and while it
was only 200 uni 5, it demonstrated that 100% occupancy could be
enjoyed by an in e stment. Where practical cc nsiderations dictated,
garages were gr)uped rather than placed in ft dwellings like the
European farme;' s cow. Dollar for dollar the rent was lower and
the amenities better than in any other commui ity up to that date and
'perhaps since.
jyps Garden Apartment:
This ;as a small multiple story apartment project adjoining
The Sunnyside development in Queens. This was a plot, 460' X 400',
located some 60C yards from the subway. Here again Clarence Stein
was the architect and planner.
In 1931, this was planned and work started on a project
designed to:
I.

Get enough units to distribute the land costs to keep
down rents while

2.

Providing open spaces and privacy to minimize
vacancies and

3.

Reduce maintenance by providing for it in advance.

Every effort was made to anticipate the affects of economic
and functional obsolescence as well as physical depreciation. There
were six six-story elevator apartment houses and sixteen walk-ups
with the focal point an attractive, lavishly landscaped central court,
from which all uits are entered and over which most living rooms
face. This was to be a restful park and to insure this, a playground
was purchased and equipped nearby.
This was the first complex to combine many things that we
now take for granted. There were no dumb-waiters for deliveries of
market goods and ice. Mechanical refrigerators were installed. The
first approved self service elevators in New York City were used.
Salt glazed brick was used in stair wells, door frames were metal.
In the first section, the so-called semi-fire proof construction was
used, i.e. , stairways, fire walls and the slabs under the lower floors
were the only parts completely fire-proof. In the second section the
entire buildings in the six story elevator structures were fire-proofed.
There was cross ventilation in each apartment.
5.

Mr. C)arence Stein proved to his satisfaction that although
there was an expirience of 100% occupancy - the higher rents required
for the elevator apartments were not worth th difference, that the
walk up apartmerts had many advantages and that good design and
landscaping paid off.
Uillside Homes:
Throughout this period there was no Federal participation
in housing either direct or by the guaranteeing of mortgages. There
was, however, a New York State law permitting partial tax exemption
for new housing \;hich cost the tenant no more than $11. 00 per room
per month. Mr. Stein concluded that certain criteria were necessary
to achieve this basic rental:
1.

Land costing one dollar persquare foot or less.

Z.

A building operation four times as large as the
one at Phipps.

3.

The use of over one-half of the basements for
apartments.

4.

A
simplif cation of exterior and of inthrior
equipment, and smaller room sizes than Phipps.

5.

Financing at low interest and with long amortization.

Here is the set of criteria which brought about the creation
of Hillside Homes, designed by Mr. Stein. The seller of the property
was socially oriented towards low rentals. He was Nathan Straus,
later Administrator of U. S. Housing Authority, who sold the land for
7Oç per square foot net (exclusive of the area of mapped streets). It
consisted of 26 acres and in 1933 The Public Works Administration
(Federal) approved a 4% loan at 85% of cost. It was located in the
Borough of Bronx in New York City and was to become the prototype
of urban apartment devc lopment under Federal sponsorship in the years
of the Federal Housing Administration which followed a few years later.
The maximum average room rental was $11.00 per month.
By building basement apartments as well as garden apartments and by
putting balconies on the top floor, the curse of a five story walk up
was eliminated and full occupancy achieved. Here again the community
concept was important with play-grounds, work shops, nursery schools
and other elements of a neighborhood community.
.6.

Greenbelt:
In 193!. a vast number of workers it this country were unemployed and on the dole. Housing constructin declined by 95% and
85% of the building workers were unemployed. In all there were
10, 000, 000 people out of work out of a total pcpulation of 127-1/2
*'Ilion
rd
and a woi k force of 47-1/Z million.
Greenbelt, Maryland, Greendale, Wisconsin and Greenhills,
Ohio were built by the Federal Government un icr the Resettlement
Administration. These were designed as mdc Dendent municipalities
and accordingly, economy of management becLme as important as any
other element in making them profitable. Douglas D. Ellington and
R. 3. Wadsworth were the architects and Hale Walker the Town
Planner for Greenbelt. Greenhills had Roland A. Wank and C. Frank
Cordner, an architect, and Justin B. Hartzog and William A. Strong
as Town Planners. Greendale used Harry H. Bentley and Walter G.
Thomas as architects and Jacob Crane and Elbert Peets as Town
Planners.
All had elements in common including an original rural
enclosure
or partial enclosure by a natural buffer from ensetting;
croachment. The three communities were out-growths of the Radburn
concept. It is sufficient to discuss Greenbelt as more or less typical
of all three projects.
3, 300 acres were acquired in Prince George's County,
Maryland 13 miles north of Washington, D. C. It was planned in its
entirety for a community of about 7, 500 persons as a self-contained unit.
An area of'l2004 acres is separated from the main holdings by the
Branchville-Glendale Road and is of rougher terrain with pine enclosed ravines, and level spots of hardwoods with some pasture land.
This is a natural area suitable for conservation uses. The shape of
this development is a huge crescent surrounded by green woods
following the design of Nature. The plateau which is the crescent
falls off following the natural drainage pattern on each side. Here
the superbiock concept was carried forward by the graceful curve of
the two main interior roads and their minor crossings.
From 1937 until the cessation of construction caused by the
in
war
1941, the development was continuous, with families moving in
constantly. Rentals were from $21. 75 to $45.85 per month': These
varied from apartment for single persons in the three story buildings
to town houses. As the World War II years approached, the nation's
.7.

capital became b Isier and busier and Greenbc It prospered accordingly.
While youth was cbe characteristic of the earl, occupants, the war
workers who wci e older and had larger families typified the later
arrivals.
Ehene:er Howard's concept of the C arden City was carried
forward, and fro n Greenbelt this definition of a Garden City emerged:
"
-

A garden city is a town planned for Lndustry and
health) living, of a size that makes possible a
full measure of social life, but no larger, sirroundei by a permanent rural belt, the whole of
the land being in public ownership, or held in
trust for the community.

With respect to industry, however, there were plans for
industry, but none appeared. This, in all probability is because of
the sponsorship of the Federal government, but another factor is that
this region has not been attractive to industry until recently. The
occupants, in spite of poor transportation, have been Washingtonoriented. There is a Town Center and shopping area as well as welldeveloped recreational areas. Garages, for the most part, are in
clusters. In the portions of the project built under emergency war
conditions for Defense Housing, the safety factor of -anderpasses for
children, and other elements were eliminated,as were aesthetic considerations, such as playgrounds, drying yards, garages, interior
paths and other really essential elements.
In spite of the role of Uncle Sam, there is a strong local
government of the city manager type with elected Mayor and Town
Council. There has always been a very strong local participation in
government.
Baldwin Hills Villaae
This is an enclave within Los Angeles designed by Reginald
ID. Johnson and Wilson, Merrill and Alexander as Associated Architects,
and Clarence S. Stein, Consulting Architect.
Here was a complete return to the Radbur]I concept: The
Superblock; specialized means of circulation; complete separation of
pedestrian and auto; park as the setting for all houses. Thi came
into physical being in 1941 after years of procrastination by the Federal
8.

Housing Authority which was to insure the bat made by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, another art of the Federal
Government. As it first got started and some 627 occupants moved
in at $12. 27 per corn per month, the war stai ted and rents were
frozen and costs of operation soared. The only thing that saved the
project was 1O0, occupancy.
This is an 80 acre superbiock in which only 15% of the area
is.occupied by buldings, including garages \vh.ch are clustered. This
in itself is remarkable in Los Angeles. The patio and private balcony
which are important to Californians do not have to compete with the
garage for importance. This has been so successful that it has been
bought by an insu:ance company as an investmmt. There is a central
theme of the connecting parks which give a sense of neighborhood continuity to the whole area. This is supplemented by a clubhouse for
community activities, playgrounds, tennis courts.
Why is it that there has been such a long jump from these
pre-war communities to the so-called New Towns of today? None of
these undertakings which we have briefly reviewed ae New Towns.
It is true that they have pointed the way towards New Towns. They
have laid a foundation upon which to build. Each has been successful
within its own framework in many ways. In the first place they have
not become obsolete and, in spite of the chronologicel years, they
have retained their amenities, aesthetic as well as practical. With
the changing life patterns of longer leisure hours, full employment,
higher standards of living, improved concepts of health and sanitation
that have taken place over the years since the bottom of the Great
Depression, these projects have successfully coped while many an
investment which was made in the meanwhile has fallen by the wayside.
To answer the original question, why is it that we are only
now coming back to the long road that leads to New Towns after so
many years?
The reasons are many. In the American way of life we
have accepted urbanization as a part of it. This has included the
acceptance of many elements of obsolescence in our urban life. There
are factors such as the noise, tension and unsafe conditions in our
cities and suburbs which we accept and pay for. For example, so far,
we have relied on the school bus rather than safe roed design and
pedestrian paths. W have accepted congestion to th point-of mass
claustrophobia. We have tolerated terrible slums for others. We
have denied a place in our life for Nature in our punuit of expressways.
All of these acceptances can be rejected in the properly planned New
Towns.

9.

Carer Ce

Stein says it so well:

-own means new plans and di: ferent physical arrangements, with green belts and inner block parks, neighborhoods
and superbiocks, community centers, and the eparation of roads and
walks. These modern urban forms are bound to replace the obsolete,
checkerboard. But
tocially repellen, barren real-estate
communities fittcd to the life of today - and fit to live in now - will
neither come into being nor have any lasting edstence merely because
the plan is modern. Creating New Towns impies more than designing
new forms. A new technique is required, and this wil. involve a
different procedure all the way from raw land to the neighborhood build
and lived in.

gambles'

"The New Town technique must diffc r from the customary
process of city growth in every element: its promotion and organization
for development, its design, its construction, its marketing and its
operation. It even requires another kind of legislative background and
different ownership or control - at least control of land if not of building. These differences grow out of a fundamental contrast in objectives.
The purposes of New Towns are basically opposed to the influences
responsible for the growth of our old cities.
THE OñJECTIVE of the classical New Towns was stated as
fundamentally social rather than commercial.' Bluntly, the distinction
is that between building for people or building for profit. Whereas the
customary motive is primarily that of trade,in real estate in whatever
form and manner is most profitable, New Towns will be created for
use as communities, vital and contemporary, to encourage and foster
present-day good living.
THE PROMOTER creating New Towns or New Communities
must differ in his methods and procedure from the speculator. Quick
profit requires rapid sale, whether it be in the subdivider's lots or
the promoter-builder's houses. This is a game made for irresponsible
traders. For long-time investment quite a different type of promotion
is essential. This demands large-scale finance for a long period. 1t
is the field for limited Cividend corporations, for companies with
large capital to invest such as insurance companies and foundations.
It is likely to be increasingly carried out by co-operatives and unions.
It is more and more bound to be an activity of government, either as
principal or as assistant, of co-operative or private group endeavor.

10.

These ,arlier private capital examp es of New Community
Experiments wer all oriented with respect to an established urban
pattern. Those u dertaken by governmental al ;encies were intended
to be free -standir:g, in rural settings. The current rash of New
Communities appoars to be a little of both. }Lghways have shortened
the time-distance factors and have created a c iltural element which
Has grown so that transportation is a dominant element of location.
This may be modified by the establishment of local and nearby job
opportunities, bul it cannot be substantially reduced in importance
and remain contemporary.
It is essential, if New Communities are to be built that they
be profitable investments to the extent that the T attract private investors. City Pl?nning has gone a long way toward accommodating 411
of the concepts of the New Towns. The except on to this statement is
the multiple layers of government which still are superimposed upon
us. Administrative Planning is far behind physical planning. These
must go forward together. Here, in fact, is tie challenging opportunity
of the New Towns: To create a self contained community which can be
simply and economically governed at the outset withcut being hampered
by local planning restrictions, be they physical or gcvernmental.

-
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TITLE IV

-

GUARANTEES
COMMUNITY

FOR
LAND

FINANCING

NEW

DEVELOPMENT

I

Citation
Sec. 401

This title may he referred to as the
Communities Act of 1 968"

'New

Purpose
Sec. 402

It is the purpose of this title, by facilitating
the enlistment of private capital in new community development, to encourage the development of new communities that contribute to the general betterment of
living conditions through the improved
quality of community development made possible by a consistent design for the provision
of homes, commercial and industrial facilities,
public and community facilities, and open
spaces;
(1)

-

The design must be viable, aesthetically attractive, and capable
of being physically created on a section by section progression.
This element of design to enhance the living and working environment is part
and parcel of (4) below, which is commented upon as a function of land planning for sound land usage.
Comment:.

Here it might he noted that (7) is an integral part of this
sub-paragraph (1) as well as (4). Each paragraph is complimentary of
the other two,, and inextricably determined by (2).]
Of equal importance, the design must be in conformity with
the forecast eèonomics of the region of which the new community is a
part.
This is the reason for (2).

-

.12.

There is a belief that the consun icr does not want homois the
genized designed units. The only thing saving nany developments
lots
or
of
little
builders
or
land
developer's
variety offered by a number
elevaa
of
variety
th'e aesthetic talen s of the tract builder-developer to
tions, sitings, and the forcing, if necessary, o color coordination.
Sec.

-

402 (continued)
make substantial contributions to the
sound and economic growth of the
areas in which they are located;
(2)

Unless the growth of the region is substantially greater than
that of the nation, there may be a need for an environment
economic
better
for
living, such as that of a New Community, but not an
condition
which
exists
to
reflect
the
term
"need'
is
used
"demand".
The
diverse
builders
in
met
operating
when the local requirements are being
by
Observation leads to the conclusion that public acceptance of
small units.
New Communities probably could not be transformed from a "need" to a
"demand" unless the regional rate of growth is about twice the national
Comment:

average.

There is a special opportunity for retirement New Communities in the "good weather" states, Florida, Arizona, California, in addition
to metropolitan New Communities.
-

-

According to the U. S. Bureau of the Census, the United
States population growth from 1940 to 1960 was 36. 2%, i.e. -" 1.81 %
per year.
States wilh more than 4% population growth per year in the
1960
(Alaska omitted) were:
years 1940
Arizona

164.7%

Nevada

164.5%

Florida

163.4%

California

129.6%

.13.

States in which the population grwth for the years 1960 985 is projected t be at 4% or more are:
Nevada

143.7%
95. 3

Arizona
Florida

93.1

California

82. 8

The following is a list of Metropc-litan Regions with population growth in excess of 4% per year (1950- 1965)
TABLE

1
% 1950-1965

Phoenix

146.

Miami

314.3

San Diego

103.9

Albuquerque

97.2

Denver

75.3

Salt Lake City
Atlanta,

---

Georgia

%

70. 9
67. 2

Washington, D. C.

64.4

Jacksonville, Florida

63.4

Los Angeles - Long Beach

62.9

The information contained in Table I is not ijctended to
lead one to the conclusicn that these areas are the only places where the
demand for New Communities can be found, or that any place within the
area would be satisfactory.

-

An example of this is California. That slate is growing at
a rate that demand.- a new school of 1, 000 chile ren per day and a city the
size of Oakland ea:h year. With all of that growth and the New Cotnrnunitics which are plan ied and under construction in certain parts of the state,
there are still soft spots in the economy in othei s.
A carefully conducted economic feasibility study is needed
to determine the demand in the specific area. '1 he deinnd cannot be assumed, but must b. measured by the tools of thc economist- sociologist
with the best forecasting skills available.
This consideration for the plannir.g and creation of New Communities is so important to their success that it is stressed again in the Act
at Sec. 404 (1).
The end result of an economic feasibility study of a proposed
New Community should point to certain criteria. Examples or some of
these criteria, (but by no means all ) are:
- the area to be served by a new community must be reasonably
well established as a good place to live, and hence the area is
growing in population;
- the quality of the population must be such that it will attract industry and hence jobs;
- it must contain people with skills and technical training;
- the region must be well served by doctors, dentists, hospitals,
and other necessities of modern living;
- the road network serving the community must be such that it
ties the community to major centers of employment and commercial activity in a safe and convenient manner;
- there must be recreation in the region which is readily available
to the members of this community, and the community plan must
one expects
provide for recreation in many diversified forms (no
a ski lift in a planned community, but if the community is located
in ski country, there should be ski lifts nearby ); the same would
apply for ocean beaches, lake frontage, the beauty of nature found
in State and National parks, and in forest preserves;
- public utilities must be capable of serving new communities with
v'ater is availgas, electricity, and telephone service; if public
the
able, it must be adequate to serve
community's peak needs,
and the same is true of public sewage treatment plants if they
are available; if however, they are not available, plans must in.15.

dude eigineering studies for obtainii g good potable water,
and provision must be made for disposal of the effluent by
septic systems, package plants, or complete sewage treatment facilities;
- educational facilities, for university and college level studies
particularly, should be within conver lent travel time; university Iaclities are an important recruitment tool for professional
worker- and technical help whereby they may improve their
knowledge and skills; night classes are especially desirable.
Examination should be made in such a feasibility study to
determine whether there are governmental aids available which may be
used for the financing, the aesthetics, recreational, or any other aspects
of the proposed development.
I

- If any of the economic factors in the feasibility study are
dependent upon support by engineers, accountants, architects, or land
planners, it must be determined whether such support has indeed been
provided.
Sec.

402

(continued)
3 )

provide needed additions to the
general housing supply;

This implies that a residential sub-division
a Nevt Community, but it is my interpretation
() numbered sub-paragraphs should be taken alone. On
the New Community could not exist without the creation
which there is a demonstrated need.
Comment

Sec.

402

would qualify as
that none of the
the other hand,
of housing for

(continued)
opportunities for innovation
in housing and community development technology and in land use planning.
)

I

I

-

provide

This is a tremendous opportunity to use land imtginaLively as
well as to take advantage of the many construction techniques
which have been developed on a laboratory scale, but which have not as
yet been appliedcn any meaningful field of operation. As for land use,
Comment:

"

.

.

.11

there has been much discussion for a long time rhout the need for a better
diversification of land usage in completely plain ed communities, but so
far, little tangible results have been achieved w ereby any measure of
effctivenes s can t e made.
Here is an opportunity to go beyond the thinking and planof
a
fling
community in a vacuum, as though it ere an entity unto itself
aesthetically as well as socio-. economically. The use of land within the
community consists of residential land which is sub headed into single
family dwellings on variable size plots of land, so-called "town houses!'
or "row houses" on smaller plots, garden apartments of certain densities,
and multi- story apartments of higher density. There are categories of
commercial and industrial use of many kinds; land for utilities, roads,
schools, local government, green spaces, and recreation; these are all
included in the plans for New Communities. Very few, if any, contain land
to be under-developed in order to provide vistas of hills, lakes, or other
natural sights external to the community. Planning has generally been
parochial rather than regional, introspective and rniopic rather than oriented
towards the elegance of such important things as a sunrise or a sunset. Intimate pleasant aspects are important as are rose gardens and other delightful details, but they can be enhanced in the setting of hypermetropic planning.
Sec.
-

402 (continued)

( S )
enlarge housing and employment
opportunities by increasing the range
of housing choice and providing new investment opportunities for industry and
commerce;

"

Comment

This is more of the concept outlined in (2) above. Unless the
economic forecasts are realistically attainable within a reasonable time, the private investor can not be persuaded to make an equity
investment on the one hand, nor a mortgage investment on the other. Some
of the compelling reasons for the enactment of this Act are: the very subs tantial investment which is required to plan and execute such ventures, the
-extended period' required for realization of any return on the investment,
and the unusually long time required to recover the investrr,o.nt. (Sec
Sec. 403

-!
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